
SPEAK UP!

Training women in business how
to Turn Conversations into Cash
so they can Profit from Public

Speaking on and offline.

HowWomen
in Business
Can Turn
Conversations

into Cash

The Ultimate
Guide to
Dominate in
the Speaking
Industry

SPEAK
BLACK
WOMAN

2X AUTHOR EVENT HOST TRANSFORMATIONAL SPEAKER

UINN CONYERS is on a mission to empower black women in business how to leverage their

voice as a marketing strategy, lead generation tool and income stream within their

business. Her goal is to train the fastest group of growing entrepreneurs how to maximize and

monetize all speaking opportunities on behalf of their business, book or brand.

With over 14 years of in-person and virtual speaking and training experience, Quinn takes pride

in giving women in business message makeovers. She is dynamic in transforming entrepreneurs

from public speakers into power presenters. She is also gifted in upgrading your boring and basic

elevator pitch into clear, concise and compelling verbal business card.

Quinn is the host of Speak Black Woman podcast, sits on the board of the Global Black

Women Chamber of Commerce (GBWCC) and the Better Business Bureau (BBB). She’s

taught Speech Communications for 5 years at Coppin State University and is a current

faculty member at the the Black Speakers University (BSU). Quinn earned her

Bachelors’ fromWest Chester University in PA and a Masters from Howard University

in Washington DC.
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Quinn's
Speaking Sрvices

Speaking/TrainingTopics

Previous Speaking Engagements

Preß:

VIRTUAL & IN-PERSON

TURN CONVERSATIONS INTO CASH

FUNDED IN 60 SECONDS

VIRTUAL PRESENTATIONS
THAT POP

MAKE YOUR VOICE
VISIBLE AT THE TABLE

MISTRESS OF CEREMONY

WORKSHOP PRESENTER

EVENT HOST PANELIST

KEYNOTE SPEAKER TRAINER
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On behalf of Better Business Bureau

serving Greater Maryland, it is

nothing but with high praise, and

again, a high honor that I

recommend Quinn Conyers to serve

your organization through her

power of influence and delivery.”

I had the opportunity to book Quinn as a featured speaker for LinkedIn Local

Montgomery County, MD, a popular event supported by LinkedIn worldwide

that helps people get to know the persons behind the profiles. Quinn's presence is

as powerful as her experience! Our sold out event had participants on the edge of

their seats hanging on Quinn's every word. I would recommend Quinn for

people and organizations interested in gaining the skills needed to take their

conversations to new levels. I plan to stay in Quinn's orbit since stars like her

definitely have a gravitational pull. :)”

Quinn brings with her contagious

energy that ignites the fire in the

trenches of someone’s ambiance. Her

passion and commitment to small

businesses and entrepreneurs are easily

seen and felt from her one-on-one

consultation to her speaking delivery.”

“

“

“

PRESIDENT & CEO,
BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
THE WOMEN’S BUSINESS
CENTER OF CHARLOTTE

INTERNET MARKETING STRATEGIST &L INKEDIN LOCAL ORGANIZER

—ANGIE BARNETT —NATALIE WILLIAMS

—BRIAN LOEBIG
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“A friend of mine connected me with Quinn for an upcoming business pitch competition. I have children’s

clothing line and needed help crafting a 3-minute pitch. Within a few minutes, Quinn helped me understand

my competitive advantage, re-worked my pitch open and close and told me exactly what to include in my

pitch deck to impress investors! As a result, I won first place in the amount of $25,000! Investing in 2

coaching sessions with Quinn was worth every penny!
—EBONY B.

As a result of Quinn’s
accomplishments, she has
been featured in Black
Enterprise, Essence, Speakers,
So Empowered and Young
Money Magazines. She has also
been featured on the cover of
Vision and Purpose and
Empowering Women to Speak
Out Magazine. She’s made it to
the 2nd round of Shark Tank
auditions 4X, has appeared on
Entrepreneurs Elevator Pitch TV
Show and has authored two
books.
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